1996 ford mustang instrument cluster

Mark has a Mustang Cobra. He started studying the cluster in his car and then expanded it to
''04 clusters and beyond. From that base, he developed services, products and lots of good
information for Mustang owners. Much of this also applies to other Ford vehicles of this era,
especially F trucks. In general, Ford gauges do not require much work unless a gauge fails or
the needles are removed and replaced, typically done for the installation of new gauge faces.
Accutach provides repair and calibration services for these instrument clusters. Contact us if
you would like to discuss such service. If you would like to convert the minor gauges in your
Ford instrument cluster from an idiot light in gauge form to a real working gauge, check out our
gauge upgrade products. But, their faces don't match the OEM Ford faces, so you will need to
have them make faces for all of the instruments in your cluster. If you would like to convert the
oil pressure gauge in your Ford instrument cluster from an idiot light in gauge form to a real
working gauge, check out our MeterMatch Mustang How-to writeup. To learn more about
MeterMatch and other similar products, visit the Technoversions web site. The information
provided below is based on Ford Mustang instrument clusters. Other Ford makes and models
will be similar, but may vary somewhat, especially regarding the dates when cluster changes
went into production. Ford made major changes to their instrument clusters around , , and The
VSS consists of a magnetic pick-up near a gear driven by the tailshaft of the transmission. Most
Ford VSS models provide an AC signal calibrated to deliver pulses per mile, which the
electronic speedometer uses to drive the odometer motor and the speedometer needle. The
electronic tachometer receives a DC digital pulse for each ignition event, which drives the tach
needle to the correct position on the gauge. The voltage gauge is an analog air core voltmeter
movement. The fuel gauge, coolant temperature gauge and oil pressure gauges are analog air
core ammeter movements that use current to deflect the needle. The fuel gauge uses a variable
resistor-style sender where the sender changes resistance with changing fuel levels. The
coolant temperature gauge also uses a variable resistor style sender where the sender changes
resistance as the engine coolant temperature changes. Somewhere around , Ford changed the
oil pressure sender from an analog sender to a pressure switch that closes at 6PSI, shorting the
oil pressure signal to ground above 6PSI of oil pressure. They added a 20 ohm resistor in series
with the gauge to limit the meter movement to high-normal when the pressure switch is closed.
For Mustangs, these instrument clusters were used until very close to the end of the production
year. Between and , for swapped the positions of the Seat Belt and Low Coolant idiot lights.
Ford changed the temperature gauge circuit in , so 98 temperature guages cannot be swapped
into clusters nor can temperature gauges be swapped into 98 clusters. Click here for a VSS
calculator that lets you figure out the impact of tire size, differential gear ratios and
speedometer gears on the VSS signal for Mustangs. Air-core movements use two orthogonal
magnetic fields to move the permanent magnet movement so there is no spring to age. The only
effect of permanent magnet aging is a slight slowing of the speed of needlt movement. These
gauge needles do not need to be recalibrated due to age, but they do need to be recalibrated if
the needles have been removed for gauge or gauge face replacement. Click here to read how to
calibrate the needles in air core clusters from Fords from Accutach does not provide calibration
tools or services for these clusters. I have clusters from a 94 V6, a 95 V6 and a 97 Cobra with
which I have verified this information. I could use help in filling out the information for other
models and years. Cluster bezels are interchangeable across all years and models from Cluster
front covers from 94 through 98 are interchangeable. Cluster front covers are interchangeable
from As a result, the cluster covers are always pushing a bit on the trip odometer reset rod on a
cluster. This is probably a bad swap. However a cluster cover will work fine on a cluster. Cluster
connectors are interchangeable across all years and models from , although the cluster pinouts
are different. The ground pin also supplies ground to the fuel gauge, so neither the temperature
gauge nor the fuel gauge will be properly wired with a cluster swap unless the connector wires
are swapped. In addition, the 98 cars have no low oil sender, so that signal is not used in the 98
cluster. But the low oil light and wiring exist in the 98 cluster, so that function will work if you
swap a 98 cluster into a 96 or 97 car. You can see a comparison of the different cluster pinouts
here. That page shows the pins that need to be swapped to use newer clusters in older cars and
vice versa. See below for those pinouts. You can read how to de-pin and re-pin cluster
connectors here. The speedometers and odometers for all years and models from are
interchangeable because they use the same pulse-per-mile VSS signal and they have the same
connector to the cluster circuit. The odometers are interchangeable from clusters. The
tachometers for clusters are driven by one pulse per ignition event. That means that the 8
cylinder tachometers have 4 pulses per crankshaft revolution and 6 cylinder tachometers have 3
pulses per revolution. There is a potentiometer on the tach that can be used to calibrate the
tach, but the range of adjustability is not enough to allow an 8 cylinder tach to be used on a 6
cylinder tach or vice versa without cluster modification. It is possible to modify a V8 cluster to

work in a V6 car. The speedometer, odometer and tachometer are packaged as a single unit that
has one plastic frame and one gauge face sheet. It is possible to remove and replace needles,
gauge face sheets and the individual gauges within a cluster. However, between and , Ford
swapped the positions of the Seat Belt and Low Coolant idiot light symbols. You will see the
Seat Belt light it will mean that you have low coolant and if you see the Low Coolant light it will
mean that your seat belts are not fastened. Unfortunately, you can't just swap the signal pins
since the Low Coolant signal ground the bulb while the Seat Belt signal provides power to the
bulb so a pin swap won't work. The fuel gauges are all interchangeable across all models. The
anti-slosh module is calibrated with the fuel gauge, so they should be swapped as a pair. If you
need to replace a 98 temperature gauge, only use one from a 98 donor cluster. Never use a 98
temperature gauge in a cluster. The fuel gauge and temperature gauges are packaged as a
single unit that has one plastic frame and one gauge face sheet. It is possible to remove and
replace needles, gauge face sheets and the individual gauges within a unit. The voltage gauges
are all interchangeable across all models. Once caveat, I have heard that some 96s came with
the later oil pressure gauges, but I have not seen one yet. You can use a 97 or 98 oil pressure
gauge in a cluster, but you will have to short out the 20 ohm resistor on the back of the cluster
to make it work properly. If you want your oil pressure gauge to work as a real analog oil
pressure gauge, download the How-to document. The voltage gauge and oil pressure gauge are
packaged as a single unit that has one plastic frame and one gauge face sheet. If any of the
cluster needles are removed for any reason, you will need to calibrate the needles when they
are put back on the gauges. We offer affordable needle calibration services. Contact us if you
are interested in this service. In , Ford went to microprocessor controlled instrument clusters.
Part of the PATS function was integrated into the instrument cluster as well. Whenever
swapping clusters between to cars, the PATS system will need to be reprogrammed by a Ford
dealer or disabled by a custom tune. The cluster pinouts are also identical I have not verified or
, but am very sure they are the same. These clusters can also be swapped between cars with no
wiring changes. Remember that and Cobra clusters have a mechanical boost gauge where the
voltage gauge is on the other models. At this point in time, I don't have any information about
repair of the inverters. If you want to help me reverse engineer the inverter and you have a
spare, please let contact us. To test the illumination bulbs in your GT or V6 instrument clusters,
just put ground on Pin 1 of connector C , Ca and battery voltage on Pin 4 of the same connector.
If the bulbs light up, your cluster is good. If not, check the bulbs and the traces on the PCB.
Also, if you have converted to LED bulbs, some may be polarized, so turn the non-working
bulbs degrees in their sockets to see if that solves the problem. Contact us if you are interested
in trying this hack. Click here to see a comparison of the pinouts of a cluster compared to the
pinouts of a cluster. Click here if you are interested in reading how to swap a cluster into an car.
If you intend to swap an S engine or a non-Ford engine into a Mustang, you will typically run
into an issue with the tachometer. This document can also be used as a guide for engine swaps
into other Ford vehicles, but the details may vary. Normally when you swap a new motor into
your vehicle, you leave the stock PCM in place and powered. The gauges that are driven by data
from sensors monitored by the stock PCM such as coolant temperature, vehicle speed and the
fuel gauge can still be used. The stock oil pressure sensor will need to be installed in the new
engine, unless the new engine also uses a 6 PSI pressure switch or you want to upgrade your
oil pressure gauge with the Accutach Oil Pressure Gauge Upgrade Unit See above. The fuel
gauge should be just fine as it is. It can also scale the signal frequency which may be needed to
make the speedometer accurate. Manual transmissions typically have 12 holes and automatics
typically have 6 holes. With that information, you can calculate the scaling factor you will need
to use with the recalibrator. Here's how that trick was figured out. I was contacted by Jayem
from a shop in the Phillipines. He had swapped a Toyota diesel drive train into a Ford
Expedition and wanted to get the stock cluster to work with the Toyota diesel engine, with no
spark plugs. The tachometer registered up to RPM. He welded the Ford trigger wheel to the
Toyota crank pulley, and fabbed a mount near the trigger wheel for the stock crank position
sensor. The tachometer worked perfectly. Here is a photo of his setup:. Since the engine you
are swapping into your Ford will probably have its own trigger wheel, you can probably use the
new engine's crank position sensor signal to drive the stock PCM and get the tachometer to
work. But the new engine has to have a trigger wheel with the same number of teeth as your
original engine. It also has to use the same reluctor type of crank position sensor. If it uses a
Hall effect type sensor, you will need to use something like a Dakota Digital SGIBT speedometer
adapter to convert the signal from Hall effect style to reluctor style. I have done some research
and have learned that all of Ford's 4. To get the tachometer to work in a Mustang with a 5. If you
need to extent the wire to get to the splice, I strongly recommend you salvage a length of Ford
Crank position sensor wire for the splice from a junkyard car or your engine harness. It is a

shielded wire and may be twisted pair for EMI noise immunity. Be sure to also splice the
shielded extension wire shield to the shield on the wire as well, but not to the Coyote harness
side. I would recommend that you make the splice at the sensor connector if you are putting the
Coyote PCM near the front of the engine, at the engine harness connector if you are putting the
Coyote PCM near the rear of the engine or at the stock PCM harness connector if you are
putting the Coyote PCM in the interior of the vehicle. Joel at Warrior Racing has done this swap
and has confirmed that it does work. He also confirmed that connecting the return signal to the
Coyote PCM's return signal will cause it to not work. He added a Ohm resistor between the
splice and the CPS wire to better isolate the electrical load on the Coyote signal. He also told me
that this mod is required in order to get the AC to work with this swap. Many thanks to Joel for
confirming this. Swerve on Modfords has installed a Holley Dominator into his Mustang. He was
able to make the stock tachometer work by coupling the Hall effect sensor signal to the stock
ECU through a 4. Make sure you put the negative side of the cap towards the stock ECU. If you
are doing other swaps, such as a Chevy LS motor yes, people do this swap , you will need to
get a bit more creative. Chevy LS motors use a reluctor style sensor for their Crank Position
Sensors, so you do not have to worry about converting from a Hall effect signal to a reluctor
style signal. Go figure. Chevy LS motors up to sometime in used a 24 tooth trigger wheel, but
late and up LS motors use a 58 tooth trigger wheel. Since the signals in both systems are
reluctor style, a speedometer recalibrator does not need to be used. It is not clear if the
recalibrator you use will pass the missing tooth information through to the PCM. I don't know if
the PCM needs the missing tooth signal to work. This could be a reason this will not work for
this swap. You should also use shielded wire, especially between the sensor and the
Recalibrator. This connection is very unlikely to damage your Ford PCM. But until someone
verifies that this will work, you do this at your own risk. As an aside, Jayem also cut 6 slots in
the Toyota output shaft and mounted the stock OSS sensor on a fabricated bracket near the
output shaft, and his speedometer also worked correctly:. You will need a set of connector
pigtails for the swapped cluster as well. The tachometer output from the new PCM should be
able to drive the older tachometer. If the PCM does not have a tach output signal, you can use a
tach adapter from a company such as Autometer. If you are swapping from V8 to V6 or vice
versa, be sure to ground or unground the cylinder select signal and recalibrate the tach as
described here. The fuel gauge and fuel level sensor are close enough that there will be no
problem with them. The oil pressure gauge works from a 6PSI pressure switch which most new
drivetrains also has, so it should work. The volt gauge reads the power to the cluster, so no
change is require for it to function properly. The PATS system for your new drivetrain will not
work. I recommend you install a hidden kill switch. I am not sure if the charge indicator lamp will
work, but it should. The newer drivetrain will probably not have a low oil level sensor, so that
will probably not work. The cars do not have the brake indicator lamp that the older cars do, to
the brake indicator will not work unless you add the wiring per a car. Since I have not actually
done this type of swap, I may have made an error or two. All of this was worked out with the
EVTMs. If you do this swap and find there are errors or misleading information here, please
contact us to let us know how to fix this page. Powered by GoDaddy. Services In general, Ford
gauges do not require much work unless a gauge fails or the needles are removed and
replaced, typically done for the installation of new gauge faces. Products Gauge Upgrade
Products If you would like to convert the minor gauges in your Ford instrument cluster from an
idiot light in gauge form to a real working gauge, check out our gauge upgrade products. Crank
Position Sensor Trigger Wheel Since the engine you are swapping into your Ford will probably
have its own trigger wheel, you can probably use the new engine's crank position sensor signal
to drive the stock PCM and get the tachometer to work. The ABS light should work the same.
The turn signal and high beam indicators should work the same. The cluster illumination should
also work the same. When you check Ford Mustang Ii car engine light came on code C the
reason should be. So you should chech it on our car models. Insert the ignition key and turn to
the RUN position but don't crank or start engine. A failing oil pump can cause what's called oil
starvation, which is almost always fatal to any engine. Overhead cam engines are especially at
risk, because the cam and valve train are farther from the pump than they are in pushrod
engines. Oil should be of a proper viscosity, which means it needs to be light enough to move
quickly. The converter is essentially an afterburner that cleans up the exhaust after it exits the
engine. The OBDII system uses C a ownstream oxygen sensor to monitor the efficiency of the
converter, and it should detect a drop in converter efficiency if the converter has been
contaminated or is failing ignition misfiring, leaky exhaust valves, and oil burning can all
damage the converter. What you want to look C Ford Mustang Ii: Any conditions that might
cause ignition misfire, an overly rich or lean fuel condition, or loss of compression. What does
fault code C mean for Ford Mustang Ii? What does a diagnostic reading C mean for Ford

Mustang Ii? What do we know about C code for Ford Mustang Ii? Check all engine fault codes
from our database. Copyright FaultCodeCheck. Cannot find a standard repair for your item? Get
A Custom Quote. We perform Ford instrument cluster repairs, speedometer, and odometer
repairs for a wide variety of Ford cars and trucks correcting many different issues. Click your
make below to see the failures we service for specific models. If you do not see your particular
vehicle listed, please call us at to discuss a quote for your cluster. The Ford instrument cluster
is commonly referred to as the Each instrument cluster is programmed for your specific The
Ford instrument cluster is commonly referred to This repair service corrects Ford Super Duty F
and F instrument cluster problems on year models , , , , , and These instrument clusters have a
common problem with the: LCD odometer This is a rebuild service for the instrument cluster on
- Ford Excursion vehicles. The Ford instrument cluster is commonly referred to as the
instrument panel, dash cluster, speedo, speedometer, gauge Each instrument cluster is
programmed for your specific vehicle including The Ford E-Series instrument cluster is also
commonly referred to as the instrument panel, dash The Ford E-Series instrument cluster is
also commonly referred to as the instrument panel, The Ford This is a complete rebuild of the
Ford F instrument cluster that will correct gauge malfunctions, intermittent power, dim,
flickering or dead LCD odometer display and "red brake light" issues for all , , , This repair
service corrects Ford F instrument cluster problems on year models , , , or These instrument
clusters have a common problems with: LCD odometer screen Has your Mustang Speedometer,
fuel gauge, tachometer, voltmeter, temperature, or oil pressure gauge s stopped working
correctly? The to Mustang gauge clusters have common problems with the various gauges This
is a Mustang instrument cluster repair service for your 4 gauge Mustang cluster for model years
, , , , and The Ford Mustang instrument clusters have common problems with the speedometer If
your through Ford Explorer Instrument Cluster is experiencing gauge or backlighting issues,
then we can help! This is a repair service for a , Ford Explorer Sport Trac instrument cluster that
is experiencing intermittent power to all the gauges, issues with individual gauges, issues with
the odometer display, or other At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the
issue instead of merely replacing parts. The end result is a refurbished component with
increased longevity and lower cost. Learn More. Have a question? Not finding what you are
looking for? Feel free to contact us and a representative will be in touch shortly. We also do
custom repairs. Let us know more about your unique need and we'll provide an estimate for
your custom repair. Privacy Policy. Please wait Call us on. Sign in or Create an account. Due to
all carriers experiencing weather delays, we are unable to refund for shipments delayed due to
weather. Please call with any questions. Kenmore Kitchen Aid Maytag Whirlpool. Ford
Instrument Cluster Repairs We perform Ford instrument cluster repairs, speedometer, and
odometer repairs for a wide variety of Ford cars and trucks correcting many different issues.
Select sub-category. About Us At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the
issue instead of merely replacing parts. Certified Technicians. Ask Us A Question. Custom
Repair? Get A Quote. When you receive your rebuilt part back from us it will be plug-n-play and
not need any additional programming. Once we receive your part, our trained and IPC certified
technicians will run tests to identify the source of the problem. We will rebuild your part,
replacing not only the failed components, but all components that are usually known to fail or
go bad in this part. There is no programming required after we rebuild your original part. The vin
number, odometer mileage and vehicle settings are unchanged. We want to make your
experience as effortless as possible. All you have to do is send your part to us. Our services are
an affordable and effective alternative to expensive dealership part replacements that can save
you hundreds of dollars , while continuing to provide an eco-friendly solution that reduces
pollution. We drive our business towards consistent and profitable growth, with integrity and a
commitment to the people and communities where we live and work. We do more than just
repair the part, we go to the root of the problem and upgrade the components to ensure the
issue does not return. We will quickly fix your malfunctioning part and return it back to you. Our
services are an alternative to expensive dealership part replacement and save you hundreds!
We do more then just just repair the part. We go to the root of the problem and use new
upgraded parts to ensure the issue does not return. If the repair fails within a year, we will repair
the part again. In the rare occasion that the item is not repairable, we will either replace the
circuit board entirely or refund the cost of the repair, at our discretion. This services requires
that you send us your part for repair. Order today and save! NOTE: We can fix most issues
however, once we receive and inspect your part we will know if it is repairable or not. There is
no charge if the part is not repairable. Below are specific issues we usually fix on this particular
unit. Out of stock. Service Price: Options Price: Total:. How it works Our services are an
alternative to expensive dealership part replacement and save you hundreds! Carefully remove
your part from your vehicle. Please see our removal instructions, if you are not sure how to

remove it or take it your local body shop. Securely pack your part, using the correct box so that
your part cannot be damaged in transit. Take special care when packing. Add item to shopping
cart and check out. You will need to print out order confirmation page and include it with your
parts. Warranty Warranty covers the repair of the part for one full year. This warranty is
non-transferable and applies to the original purchaser only. I have the same plague as most
Fords odometer gear self-destruction, but after replacing the gears and checking twice, still no
odometer. The speedometer works just fine. Any ideas? Do you. If the speedometer is
operating, go to next step. If speedometer is not operating, go to step 5. Drive vehicle over a
known, measured distance. If odometer is reading accurately, go to next step. If inaccurate, go
to step 4. Drive vehicle at a steady speed over a known, measured distance and record time
taken to travel that distance. If speedometer meets Speedometer Calibration Tolerance
specifications, system is okay. If speedometer fails to meet speedometer calibration tolerance,
replace speedometer assembly. Allowable Range-MPH Check for correct driven gear on speed
sensor. If driven or drive gear is suspect, refer to manufacturer's parts department for correct
specifications in relation to final drive ratio and tire size. If parts are correct, go to next step. If
parts are not correct, install correct parts and retest system. See Fig. Raise drive wheels off
ground and support vehicle. Disconnect vehicle speed sensor connector. Start engine, operate
drive wheels in gear and observe voltmeter. If voltage is 1. If voltage is not correct, go to next
step. Disconnect VSS from automatic transmission. Verify presence of speedometer driven gear
with all teeth in good condition and presence of retainer clip. If driven gear teeth are okay and
clip is present, go to next step. If gear is damaged or clip missing, replace with proper
speedometer gear and clip and retest system. Verify presence of speedometer drive gear on
output shaft of transmission. If drive gear is present, go to next step. If drive gear is not present,
repair transmission as necessary. Using voltmeter, verify battery voltage at output side of fuse
No. If voltage is present, go to next step. If voltage is not present, replace fuse and retest
system. Using voltmeter, verify battery voltage at input side of fuse No. If voltage is not present,
repair for open in wiring to fuse and retest system. Disconnect negative battery cable and
remove instrument cluster. Disconnect instrument cluster connectors C1 and C2. Reconnect
negative battery cable and turn ignition switch to RUN position. Check for battery voltage at
cluster connector C1, pin No. If battery voltage is present, go to next step. If battery voltage is
not present, repair short or open in circuit No. Turn ignition switch to OFF position. Measure
resistance between ground and cluster connector C1, pin No. If resistance is less than one ohm,
go to next step. If resistance is more than one ohm, repair circuit as required and retest system.
Using an ohmmeter, measure resistance between ground and cluster connector C1, pin No. If
resistance is less than one ohm, repair circuit No. If resistance is more than one ohm, go to next
step. Using an ohmmeter, connect cluster connector C1, pin No. If resistance is more than one
ohm, repair circuit No. Check resistance between ground and circuit No. Check for continuity
between cluster connector printed circuit connections and gauge. If continuity is not present,
replace instrument cluster printed circuit and retest system. Was this answer. Thanks for the
quick reply. From 0 to 75mph no problem, havent been faster in it yet: The original odometer
gears were broken as was the worm gear on the odometer motor, but how to test the motor to
see if it is the problem? Took the unit apart twice to see if I missed something, so far no
problem found. Thanks agian, Danny Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply.
The Original 6 Cylinder 3. Afterwards The Because What I How Do I Fix It? Sponsored links. Ask
a Car Question. It's Free! Skip to main content of over 1, results for "Mustang Instrument
Cluster". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our
Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new
vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon
as Sat, Feb Only 19 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Amazon's Choice for Mustang
Instrument Cluster. Only 11 left in stock - order soon. Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Only 1
left in stock - order soon. Only 17 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or
contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€”
right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main search

results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. International Shipping. Filter results by
your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a
new vehicle. Price and other details may vary based on size and color. FREE Shipping. Only 2
left in stock - order soon. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Only 3 left in stock - order soon.
Motorcraft Switch. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 18 left in stock more on the way. Only 16 left
in stock - order soon. Usually ships within 2 to 3 weeks. Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Only
4 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering
menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery:
March 4 - 8. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard
to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Brand: MTC. This fits your. Similar item
from our brands. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by
DRP-California. Sold by Marsauto and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Sold by partsam and
ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Dorman Odometer Drive Gear. Dorman Odometer Gear Kit.
Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? Fixes broken odometer gears! What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I ordered this for
my '96 Ford Explorer. I figured most Ford odometers had the same setup. I took the instrument
cluster apart and found the worm gear had broken in half. It was simple to replace. The larger
round gear mechanism that came with the kit didn't belong in my vehicle's odometer setup. Not
a big deal but I ordered this kit before I took my dash apart. The worm gear fit perfectly and my
odometer works again. I also have a '97 Explorer that has half the dash bulbs burned out. I am
going to order another worm gear and replace the original before it breaks when I replace the
bulbs while it is apart. If the bigger round gear fits in the '97 I will use it I am just glad that the
time I spent taking the dash apart on the '96 was a success getting the odometer to work again.
As is typical of 90's Fords, my original odometer had turned brittle with age and had completely
disintegrated. Seriously, when I took the thing out, it literally crumbled into tiny pieces in my
fingers. As such, my odometer was kaput when I bought the car, so I have NO idea how many
miles are on my '96 Mustang GT, and I had no way of calculating what kind of gas mileage I've
been getting on the highway. Yes, I know, sounds crazy, worrying about gas mileage with a
Mustang GT, but fuel ain't cheap these days. Installation was pretty easy. Only problem I
experienced was my own stupidity and clumsiness. I now have a permanent scar on my left
thumb from a Cold Steel AK47 knife that slipped as I tried to pry apart the instrument cluster
New gears poke right into place without any problem, and I added a dab of silicone grease for
lube for good measure DO NOT use petroleum-based lube on these gears - that's what Ford did,
and it turns the plastic brittle and makes it crumble. Now my odometer and trip odometer work
as they should, so I can calculate my gas mileage - so far, my best is 26 MPG with a 4. I only
needed the small worm gear to fix the odometer on my 96 Ranger. It was busted into 3 pieces
from age. It didn't take that long to get the instrument cluster out. If you have any gauge lights
that are out, this would be the time to replace them. This part works on many Ford models, so
don't let the Mustang label throw you off. Look up the part number and make for certain though.
I purchased this kit and easily installed it myself. Took it for a test drive and both worked

perfectly! This was a very easy install and the price is awesome compared to the same kits
elsewhere. Stock gears are black. These come white. They came wrapped in bubble wrap and
plastic inside of a small box. Everything fit as it should. Only thing different, no grease came
with. Stock gears have thick grease, so I just used some of that. Install was simple. Just don't
get careless and damage your gauges, they are around 20 yrs old. Take your time, making sure
pins go back in without bending them off. It's simple!!! I was done in ten 10 minutes, and that
was tippy toeing around so I didn't break anything. I should buy a few more just so I'll have
them in the years to come. I've had mine on for about a month, so I can't speak for its longevity
or durability. Hope it last awhile. One person found this helpful. The product arrived broken. I
had to superglue it to use it. It is still working in my car, but I feel the quality control at the
company is bad. I wrote them to tell them that their product was broken when it arrived. They
wanted a picture, which I forgot to take. I was so excited to fix my odometer that I just forgot.
The product was like 12 bucks. Am I really going to take time to write them to save the money if
it wasn't truly broken. But it's the principal. The product was packaged well, so I would say that
the broken product simply was not caught in the manufacturing process. Do I am willing to give
the product 2 stars. My suggestion is that you check it for defects before you get ready to install
it. Don't wait until you have your odometer part out of your car to open up the package. Open
right away, so you have time to return to China if you need a new one. I was stuck with magical
superglue and just hoped it would hold up. Screw that, a little internet research and I found out
the most common cause was a broken odometer gear. Further research and I found the
instructions online on how to fix it myself. I've bought some auto parts before on Amazon and
but was still surprised I found the odometer gear I was looking for at an excellent price! It took
me about an hour because I took my time but it probably could have been done in about 20
minutes. Sure enough the gear for the odometer was completely brittle and crumbling to bits as
I tried to take it out. I snapped in both pieces and put everything back together and now I have a
working odometer. Assembly does take some care. The worm gear is easily pressed onto the
motor shaft. The cluster gear snaps into the housing. My assembly of the two appeared to be
correct, but the odometer did not function after fitting the IP back into the dash. Disappointed
and discouraged, I assumed that I failed to mesh the gears but was not up to disassemble the IP
again. Two months later, the Odometer began working. I love parts that heal themselves. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Reasonably priced, fit perfectly and worked well
after install. Report abuse. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
2001 volkswagen
honda factory repair manuals
rv tv wiring diagram
for mustang parts , mustang interior accessories , mustang cobra , ford mustang parts , cobra
mustang accessories , cobra parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Advance Ignition.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

